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a b s t r a c t
Diverse delay-sensitive realtime applications, e.g., Voice over IP, are emerging in the Internet and bringing a rigorous requirement on the transmission delay. Therefore, several IP Fast Reroute (IPFRR) schemes
have been proposed. However, these schemes are all either too computationally expensive or unsatisfactory in protection coverage. In this paper, we propose Minimum Protection Cost Tree (MPCT), a tunnelbased IP Fast Reroute Scheme. First, MPCT provides 100% single-node protection coverage with direct forwarding (DF). Second, the computational complexity of MPCT is less than one full shortest path ﬁrst (SPF)
calculation. Third, by simulation with the data from China Education and Research Network (CERNET),
Rocketfuel and BRITE, we show that even without DF, MPCT can provide more than 99% protection coverage. Besides, the protection path stretch ratios in real topologies are between 10% and 20%, which is
acceptable compared with the corresponding achievement of reducing the algorithm complexity. We
believe that our scheme MPCT moves a big step towards practical deployment.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The current Internet routing protocols take on the order of a few
hundred milliseconds or even tens of minutes to re-converge after
failure [1,2]. However, recent popularity of online realtime
applications, such as Voice over IP (VoIP), streaming media, and
telecommuting/video, has led to a rigorous requirement on the
transmission delay of the Internet [3]. Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) hence have strong incentives to improve the network survivability during failures.
There are two main approaches to improve network survivability, namely protection and restoration [4–6]. Protection is based on
pre-computed backup paths: a protection (backup) path is precomputed to forward the trafﬁc when the primary path fails. Restoration computes a new path after a failure has occurred. In this
paper, we focus on the approach of protection, which has proved
to be efﬁcient in shortening the service disruption time caused
by failures.
IP fast reroute (IPFRR) [7–12] is one of the most signiﬁcant
branches of routing protection. In IPFRR, the failure-adjacent nodes
(protection source nodes) pre-compute backup paths, which can be
used to protect failure-affected packets immediately upon the
detection of failures. Trafﬁc can be delivered to the correct destinations even before the network re-converges on the new topology.
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 010 62603057; fax: +86 010 62603064.
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For practical deployment, an IPFRR scheme should (1) provide high
protection coverage and (2) introduce slight overhead (e.g., computation and memory) in the current routing protocol.
There are several intra-domain IPFRR mechanisms: loop free
alternates (LFA) [7], Efﬁcient Scan for Alternate Paths (ESCAP) [8],
NotVia [9] and IP Fast Reroute using tunnels (Tunnel) [10], none
of which can satisfy the above conditions. Each of these schemes
is either unsatisfactory in protection coverage or too computationally expensive. Although LFA has low complexity, it only provides
about 40% single-node protection coverage [13]. While ESCAP
and NotVia can provide 100% protection coverage, they involve
nontrivial computational and memory overhead. Tunnel can provide more than 90% single-node protection coverage (better than
LFA). Besides, Tunnel involves little memory overhead, compared
with ESCAP and NotVia. However, Tunnel needs jVj  1 (V is the
node set of the intra-domain topology) times of shortest path ﬁrst
(SPF) calculations to ﬁnd the available tunnel end points. The computation complexity blocks Tunnel from practical deployment.
In this paper, we propose the Minimum Protection Cost Tree
(MPCT), which is based on IP-in-IP tunnel as NotVia and Tunnel.
The development of the algorithm MPCT can be divided into two
main steps. First, based on the incremental SPF (iSPF) [14], we
introduce Tunnel-AT, a naive algorithm to compute the tunnel
end points. We prove Tunnel-AT can provide 100% protection coverage for single-node failures by re-protection (re-protecting a
packet after decapsulation) and direct forwarding. Direct forwarding is an extension of IP-in-IP tunnel, which directs the tunnel end
point to forward the packet to a speciﬁed neighbor after decapsulation [10]. Currently, it may be not well accepted by the ISPs. Thus,
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in order to avoid unnecessary direct forwarding in Tunnel-AT as far
as possible, we provide Minimum Protection Cost Tree (MPCT) to
compute the protection paths. In MPCT, the protection path without direct forwarding is prior to that with direct forwarding; the
protection path without re-protection is prior to that with re-protection. This priority guarantees the protection paths with the minimized protection costs are selected. In this way, MPCT can provide
higher protection coverage even without the support of direct forwarding from ISPs.
We demonstrate the performance of MPCT by comprehensive
simulation based on three groups of topologies: the topology of
Chinese Education and Research Network (CERNET) [15], the measured topologies from Rocketfuel project [16] and the diverse
topologies generated by BRITE [17]. The simulation results show:
 The computation overhead introduced by MPCT is much
less than LFA, tunnel and NotVia. MPCT consumes less than
one time of full shortest path ﬁrst (SPF) calculation, which
guarantees that MPCT will not become the new computational bottleneck in the intra-domain routing protocol
OSPF.
 The protection coverage of MPCT is 100% with direct forwarding, compared with 40% of LFA, 90% of Tunnel and
100% of NotVia. Besides, MPCT can provide more than
90% protection coverage for multiple concurrent failures
(with six failed links in our simulation).
 The ratios of direct forwarding and re-protection are both
less than 1% in MPCT. This means even without the support
of direct forwarding from ISPs, MPCT can provide more
than 99% single-node protection coverage. Besides, the
overhead caused by re-protection can be nearly ignored.
 The protection path stretch ratios of MPCT range from 10%
to 20% in Rocketfuel topologies, which is acceptable compared with the achievement of reducing the computation
overhead.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains
the background of our work. We propose the scheme of MPCT in
Section 3 and provide the corresponding algorithm in Section 4.
Simulation results are provided in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted
to existing solutions and comparison. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Background
In this section, we discuss Tunnel [10] and incremental shortest
path ﬁrst (iSPF) algorithm [14], which are the foundation of our
work.
2.1. IP Fast Reroute using tunnel
With the popularity of realtime applications, e.g., VoIP, it is
becoming more and more imperative to improve the network performance during failures, especially the performance of transmission delay. Therefore, many schemes are proposed to provide
backup routes before the network re-converges. Among these
schemes, IP Fast Reroute using tunnels [10] (Tunnel for short) is
one of the most signiﬁcant. Compared with LFA [7], Tunnel provides higher protection coverage; compared with ESCAP [8] and
NotVia [9], Tunnel involves little memory overhead. However,
Tunnel also has its own problems.
Before diving into the details of Tunnel, we ﬁrst give some notations. Let G(V, E) be the default network topology in this paper,
where V is the node set and E is the link set. Let s 2 V be the default
protection source node (the failure-adjacent router) that detects
the failure and starts the protection path. Let d 2 V be the default
failure-affected destination node. Let f 2 V be the default failed

node. We can see that f is the next hop from s to d. The notations
used in the paper are summarized in Table 1.
In Tunnel, s pre-computes an available tunnel end point (TEP) t
that satisﬁes the following condition: neither of the optimal routes
from s to t and from t to d is via f. As shown in Fig. 1(a), if f fails, t is
an available tunnel end point from s to d. Thus, s can encapsulate
the packet (originally to d) with the address of t; t will receive
the packet and decapsulate it. According to the above condition,
the protection path from s to t to d is safe, because it is not affected
by the failure.
Tunnel fails if no available tunnel end point exists. An example
can be found in Fig. 1(b). Direct forwarding (DF) is introduced to
solve the problem. DF is an enhancement of IP-in-IP tunnel to direct the tunnel end point to forward the packet to the speciﬁc
neighbor. Directed forwarding might be implemented by an
enhancement to the IP tunneling encapsulation or a single interposed MPLS label stack entry [10]. As Fig. 1(b) shows, p can be selected as the tunnel end point and q is the corresponding DF
neighbor. However, even Tunnel with DF might fail, for which
Fig. 1(c) shows an example.
Actually, the main obstacle that blocks Tunnel from practical
deployment is the lack of efﬁcient algorithm. To ﬁnd the protection
routes for all possible failures, s has to compute the (reverse) shortest path trees (SPTs) rooted all other nodes in the network, which
involves jVj  1 times of Short Path First (SPF) calculation and
brings a new bottleneck for route computation.
2.2. Incremental shortest path ﬁrst algorithm
Incremental shortest path ﬁrst (iSPF) algorithm [14] is proposed
to recalculate the new shortest path tree (SPT) when the network
topology changes by one single node or link. In the following section, we will propose our algorithm of computing the protection
paths for the failure-affected destinations based on iSPF algorithm.
Intuitively, the new SPT does not change too much from the old
one when only a link or node changes. Thus, currently adopted full
SPF recalculation in OSPF is inefﬁcient. Based on this observation,
iSPF performs as follows: (1) only those affected nodes in the SPT
will be adjusted; (2) in every iteration, a subtree, instead of only
one node, is appended to the new SPT. We use Fig. 2 to illustrate
the algorithm. Fig. 2(a) contains six nodes with labels from A to
F. Solid lines are links in the shortest path tree rooted at node A.
Dotted lines are links not in the tree. The weight of each link is
shown beside the link. The number in a node is the distance from
A to that node.
Table 1
The notations used for scheme description.
Notation

Deﬁnition

GðV; EÞ
s
d
f
distðx; yÞ
0
dist ðx; yÞ
d yÞ
distðx;
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1

1

1
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default network topology in the paper
default protection source node
default failure-affected destination
default failed node
optimal dist from x to y
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2
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1
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Fig. 1. (a) An example of an available tunnel end point. (b) An example of tunnel
with direct forwarding. (c) An example of tunnel with direct forwarding failing.
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2. As suggested in [9], a router can record the list of the nodes the
protection path traverses when computing the protection
routes. When the router intends to protect an encapsulated
packet, it must ensure that the original source node is not in
the node list of the protection path, which guarantees no loop.

(a)

(b)

The two approaches both have their own pros and cons. Compared
with the ﬁrst, the second introduces more memory overhead for the
protection of interactional simultaneous failures. Besides, actually
86.5% network failures are single-link or single-node failures [18],
therefore, we choose the ﬁrst method in our paper. Further study
is required on this point, which is outside the scope of this
document.

Fig. 2. The incremental shortest path ﬁrst algorithm.

3.1. A naive solution Tunnel-AT
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the cost of link ðA; CÞ changes from 2 to 8.
Nodes from B to F are all affected nodes and are marked as ﬂoating.
Only the root node A is marked as attached. For all the ﬂoating nodes,
we check whether they have links to the attached nodes, and calculate the new distance and the change (d) in distance, which gives
queue fðB; 7; 1Þ; ðE; 10; 3Þ; ðC; 8; 6Þg, where the third value is the d.
In the next iteration, ðB; 7; 1Þ will be considered ﬁrst since it has
the smallest delta. B will be marked as attached. Since B has an outing edge to D, the new distance and d of D is calculated, which gives
queue fðD; 11; 2Þ; ðE; 10; 3Þ; ðC; 8; 6Þg. Then ðD; 11; 2Þ is selected and
D is marked as attached. We show the current result in Fig. 2(b).
In the next iteration, node ðE; 10; 3Þ is selected, instead of only
marking E as attached, the original subtree rooted at E is considered
together. Both E and F are marked as attached, and the new optimal
dist of F is 12, which is calculated by adding the d ***(3) to its original dist. In the next iteration, node C is selected and the new
shortest path tree is computed.
3. Minimum Protection Cost Tree: methodology
In this section, we propose our scheme MPCT. First, we propose a
naive solution (Tunnel-AT) based on iSPF, which we prove can provide 100% protection coverage. However, Tunnel-AT involves some
unnecessary direct forwarding. Therefore, we introduce our
scheme, Minimum Protection Cost Tree, which avoids unnecessary
direct forwarding. Before diving into the details of the methodology,
we ﬁrst make some explanations on special cases in our scheme.
Current IPFRR schemes, including LFA, NotVia and Tunnel, all focus on single-node (or single-link) failures. We follow this tradition
to focus on single-node failures. When the source router s ﬁnds that
the optimal next hop f to the destination d is unreachable, s assumes
that f fails and triggers the pre-computed backup route. However,
the destination itself might be the optimal next hop (the last-hop
problem). To cover this special case, we always suppose that all
out-links of f (the links with f as the tail) and the link from s to f fail.
In this way, the general case (s is not d) and the special case (f is d)
are both covered. In what follows, to simplify the scheme design, we
use the general case to discuss our scheme. The design principles
and algorithms can be applied in both cases.
As aforementioned, we generally concentrate on designing a
solution for single-node failures in this paper. However, potential
multiple simultaneous failures might lead to routing loops, which
would consume network bandwidth. Therefore, we provide two
approaches to handle this problem:
1. The packet addressed to the tunnel end point will be dropped
when encountering another failure. Therefore, the protected
packet can only be re-protected after decapsulation.

We ﬁrst propose a naive solution Tunnel-AT [19] based on iSPF.
In each iteration of iSPF: (1) the node with the smallest change of
dist is selected; 2) a subtree, instead of only one node, is added to
the new SPT. The process of iSPF can be viewed as attaching subtrees back one by one until the new SPT forms. We ﬁrst introduce
some deﬁnitions before diving into the details of Tunnel-AT.
An attaching tree (ATTree for short) is a subtree attached to the
new SPT in an iteration. For example, in Fig. 3, Fig. 3(a) is an example of topology; Fig. 3(b) is the corresponding SPT rooted at s;
Fig. 3(c) shows the steps of iSPF to form a new SPT after f fails.
fd1 g is the ATTree of the ﬁrst iteration; fd2 ; d3 g and fd4 g are respectively the second and third. Connected ATTrees in the new SPT form
a super ATTree. For example, in Fig. 3, fd1 g and fd2 ; d3 ; d4 g are super
ATTrees. We can see each failure-affected node is in one of the super
ATTrees. The incoming node for any failure-affected destination is
the root of the corresponding super ATTree. The attaching node for
any failure-affected destination is the father of the corresponding
incoming node in the new SPT. For example, in Fig. 3, d2 and p are
respectively the incoming node and attaching node for d2 ; d3 and d4 .
Tunnel-AT Scheme. When f fails, s reroutes the packet to the
corresponding attaching node by tunnel, or to the corresponding
incoming node by tunnel with direct forwarding if f is on the route
from the attaching node to the destination. For example, in Fig. 3, if
f fails, all the packets to d2 ; d3 and d4 will be sent to d2 by tunnel
with direct forwarding. While the packet to d1 will be sent to p by
tunnel.
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Fig. 3. (a) An example of topology. (b) The corresponding s-rooted SPT of (a). (c) The
steps of iSPF to form the new SPT after fails. frg; fq; hg and fdg are ATTrees. frg and
fq; h; dg are super ATTrees.
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We can see that s is not on the optimal route from q to f,
because f is a node on the optimal route from s to q. Thus, before
reaching f, the protected packet will be received by another
protection source node s1 . s1 will start another protection action
(re-protection) to reroute the packet to a new incoming node from
the view of s1 . Let distðx; yÞ be the optimal dist from x to y in the
0
topology G. Let dist ðx; yÞ be the optimal dist from x to y in the new
topology without f. We have
0

0

0

dist ðs1 ; dÞ 6 dist ðs1 ; qÞ þ dist ðq; dÞ
0

¼ distðs1 ; qÞ þ dist ðq; dÞ
Fig. 4. MPCT construction with the topology in Fig. 3(a) and the SPT in Fig. 3(b) as
the input. s and f are still the protection source node and the failed node
respectively.

0

< distðs; qÞ þ dist ðq; dÞ
0

6 distðs; pÞ þ linkcostðp; qÞ þ dist ðq; dÞ
0

¼ dist ðs; dÞ
Table 2
Notations used in Tunnel-AT routing algorithm.
Notation

Deﬁnition

T
IðxÞ; IðNÞ
OðxÞ; OðNÞ
SðeÞ
EðeÞ
Q
fd; ðp; dist; xÞg

The shortest path tree rooted at s
In edges of node x or of a set of nodes N
Out edges of node x or of a set of nodes N
The source node of edge e
The end node of edge e
A priority queue
An item in Q : d is a destination, p is its potential parent, dist
is a potential distance, x is a potential X.
The ATTree rooted at r in the MPCT.
The set of all affected nodes.

ATTreeðrÞ
D

Table 3
The characteristics of Rocketfuel AS topologies.
AS number

Name

#Routers

#Links

Average degree

1221
1239
1755
3257
3967
6461

Telstra (au)
Sprint (us)
Ebone (eu)
Tiscali (eu)
Exodus (us)
Abovenet (us)

104
315
87
161
79
128

151
972
161
328
147
372

2.90
6.17
3.70
4.07
3.72
5.81

Table 4
Parameters of BRITE topologies.
Mode
Router only

Model
Waxman

HS
1000

LS
100

Links/new node
2–14

a/b
0.15/ 0.2

NP
Random

Growth type
Incremental

Nodes num
50–500

In what follows, we prove that Tunnel-AT can provide 100% protection coverage for single-node failures.
Lemma 1. All the destination nodes in a super ATTree can be
protected by rerouting the packets to the corresponding incoming
node.
Proof. Let d be any node in the super ATTree. Let q be the incoming
node. Let p be the attaching node. If the optimal route from ðq; dÞ is
not via f, the packet is safe after being sent to q, and no problem
exists; otherwise, the packet is still not safe. Now we prove that
the packet will be delivered to d even if f is on the route from q
to d.

Thus, s1 is closer to d than s in the new topology without f. This
monotonicity means that after each protection action, the packet
moves closer towards the destination. Thus, the packet will ﬁnally
reach the destination d. h
For example, in Fig. 3, after detecting f fails, s reroutes the packet (originally to d4 ) to d2 by tunnel with direct forwarding. If it is
really f that fails, d2 starts another protection action. d2 encapsulates the packet to d3 . After being decapsulated by d3 , the packet
becomes safe. If it is the link ðs; f Þ that fails, no re-protection will
occur.
Theorem 1. Tunnel-AT can provide 100% single-node protection
coverage.
Proof. Each failure-affected destination node is in one super
ATTree. Thus, according to Lemma 1, all the affected destinations
can be protected by Tunnel-AT. h
We accept the overhead of re-protection because actually 70% of
the failures are single-link failures [18]. Mostly, it is the linkðs; f Þ
not the node f that fails. In this case, no re-protection will be triggered and the protection path is optimized a lot. The same problem
exists in ED-NotVia [20], where more detailed explanations about
re-protection can be found.
Tunnel-AT is efﬁcient in computing protection paths. However,
the protection paths of Tunnel-AT are only optimal in the length
but not in the cost. According to the simulation, more than 30%
of the protection paths need direct forwarding in Tunnel-AT. Only
a small part of the direct forwarding is indeed necessary. For example, in Fig. 3, for d2 ; d3 and d4 , direct forwarding is needed in Tunnel-AT. For d4 , re-protection is triggered. However, if t is selected as
the tunnel end point, no direct forwarding and re-protection occur.
Although direct forwarding and re-protection are acceptable, they
are more costly compared with protection path length, and thus
should be avoided as far as possible. Therefore, the length should
not be the only parameter in protection path selection.
3.2. Minimum Protection Cost Tree
Currently, direct forwarding may not be well accepted by ISPs
and re-protection causes extra overhead. Thus, protection paths
relying on direct forwarding and re-protection should be assigned
with the lowest priority. This is especially important for ISPs that
do not support direct forwarding, because this guarantees a higher
protection coverage even without direct forwarding. If the routers
support direct forwarding, MPCT can provide 100% protection coverage; if not, MPCT can still achieve a higher protection coverage.
In order to achieve this objective, we propose Minimum Protection
Cost Tree (MPCT), where direct forwarding and re-protection are
both transferred into costs and the protection paths with the minimized cost are preferred.
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Fig. 5. Running times of IPFRR schemes on BRITE topologies. X axis is the BRITE topology degree and Y axis is (the running time of the IPFRR scheme)/(the running time of one
SPF).

LFA
Tunnel
NotVia
MPCT

300

potential ATTrees in the ﬁrst iteration because they are ﬂoating
and have unaffected neighbors. For fd1 g and fd3 g; V DF ¼ 0; for
fd2 ; d3 g; V DF ¼ 2  D.
 V repro . (1) V DF ¼ 0. If f is on the route from p to d (re-protection is
required), V repro ¼ C d ; or else, V repro ¼ 0. (2) V DF – 0. If f is on the
route from q to d (re-protection is required), V repro ¼ C d ; or else,
V repro ¼ 0. For example, in Fig. 3(a), V repro ¼ 0 for all of fd1 g; fd3 g
and fd2 ; d3 g in the ﬁrst iteration.
d
d
 V path . V path ¼ distðp;
dÞ  distðs; pÞ  distðs; dÞ, where distðp;
dÞ is
the dist from p to d in the new tree to be formed. The smaller
V path is, the less possible that Direct Forwarding is required. In
Fig. 3(a), for fd1 g; V path ¼ 1; for fd2 ; d3 g; V path ¼ 1; for
fd3 g; V path ¼ 6.

200
0.67

100
0

1221 1239 1755 3257 3967 6461

AS # of Rocketfuel Topologies
Fig. 6. Running times of IPFRR schemes on Rocketfuel topologies.

As an improvement over Tunnel-AT, MPCT instead of SPT is used
for protection path computation. The concepts of ATTree, super ATTree, incoming node and attaching node still apply. Different from
Tunnel-AT (or iSPF), in each iteration, the ATTree with the minimum
protection cost will be attached. Let X ¼ V DF þ V repro þ V path be the
protection cost of some ATTree. V DF is associated with direct forwarding, V repro is associated with re-protection, and V path is associated with protection path length.
Now we provide the detailed deﬁnitions of V DF ; V repro and V path
for a speciﬁc ATTree. Let D (diameter) be an constant that is larger
than the longest path in the network. Let q be the potential incoming node. Let p be the potential attaching node. Let r be the root of
the ATTree.
 V DF . If s is not on the route from p to r (direct forwarding is not
needed), V DF ¼ 0; or else, V DF ¼ 2  D. Take the topology in
Fig. 3(a) as an example (f fails), frg; fq; hg and fhg are the

We show an example of MPCT construction with the topology
in Fig. 3(a) and and the SPT in Fig. 3(b) as the input. s and f are still
the protection source node and the failed node respectively. As
shown in Fig. 4, in the ﬁrst iteration, there are three potential ATTrees: fd1 g; fd2 ; d3 g and fd3 g. According to the above deﬁnitions,
the protection costs for them are respectively 1; 1 þ 2  D and
6. Thus, the ATTree fd3 g is attached below t in the ﬁrst iteration.
Then, fd2 ; d3 k is removed; fd2 g and fd4 g become new potential ATTrees (d3 is the attaching node). The protection costs for fd2 g and
fd4 g are respectively 2 and 1. Thus, the ATTree fd2 g is attached
below d1 in the second iteration. Then fd1 g and fd4 g are attached in
the following steps. The ﬁnal MPCT shows the protection paths for
all the failure-affected destinations. p is the selected tunnel end
point for d1 ; t is the selected tunnel end point for d3 ; d2 and d4 .
In this example, direct forwarding and re-protection are completely avoided.
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Fig. 7. Protection ratios of IPFRR schemes on BRITE topologies.
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rooted at p, which introduces nontrivial overhead for s. Another
more rigorous condition can be used to decide whether V repro ¼ 0
when V DF – 0:

0.6

d dÞ  distðs; dÞ 6 distðp; sÞ  distðs; f Þ
distðp;
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Fig. 8. Protection ratios of IPFRR schemes on Rocketfuel topologies.

MPCT Scheme. The forwarding behavior is the same as TunnelAT, except that the incoming node and the attaching node are in
MPCT rather than the new SPT.
In the following sections of the paper, we use MPCT to denote
both Minimum Protection Cost Tree and MPCT Scheme. MPCT provides 100% protection coverage for single-node failures, which can
be proved similarly to Theorem 1. In the next section, we will propose the algorithm for MPCT construction and protection path
selection.
4. Algorithm design for MPCT
Networks with asymmetric link weights would lead to a higher
computational complexity. For simplicity, we focus on providing
protections for the networks with the symmetric link weights
and keep the asymmetric case as the future work.

Now we prove that the condition guarantees that f is not on the
route from p to d by Lemma 2.
d
Lemma 2. The condition distðp;
dÞ  distðf ; dÞ 6 distðp; sÞ  distðs; f Þ
ensures that f is not on routeðp; dÞ.
Proof. We prove the lemma by reduction to absurdity. Assume
that f is on the route from p to d. Let n be the prior node of f on
the route from p to d. Then

d dÞ P distðp; dÞ ¼ distðp; nÞ þ distðn; f Þ þ distðf ; dÞ:
distðp;
However, since f is not on routeðs; pÞ, we have

distðs; pÞ < distðs; f Þ þ distðf ; nÞ þ distðn; pÞ:
Combine the above two inequalities using

distðp; nÞ þ distðn; f Þ ¼ distðf ; nÞ þ distðn; pÞ;
d
we have distðp;
dÞ  distðf ; dÞ > distðs; pÞ  distðs; f Þ, which is contradictory with the original condition. Therefore, the original condition
ensures that f is not on routeðp; dÞ. h
So far, we have provided the calculation method for X. In the
following subsections, we introduce the two stages of the algorithm MPCT.
4.2. First stage: MPCT construction

4.1. Protection cost calculation
The challenge of designing an efﬁcient algorithm is the calculation of protection cost for each ATTree in MPCT. Now we introduce
the novel method for the protection source node s to calculate the
protection cost, or the X value, for each ATTree of MPCT.
Before diving into the details of calculation, we ﬁrst emphasize
d xÞ without any extra
the fact that s can obtain distðs; xÞ and distðs;
calculation. Let p be the attaching node and q be the incoming node.
d
First, V path ¼ distðp;
dÞ  distðs; pÞ  distðs; dÞ. distðs; pÞ and
d
distðs; dÞ are known values. distðp;
dÞ can be calculated according
d
d dÞ  distðs; pÞ. Thus,
to distðp;
dÞ ¼ distðs;

d dÞ  distðs; pÞ  distðs; pÞ  distðs; dÞ
V path ¼ distðs;
Second, if V path < 0; V DF ¼ 0; or else V DF ¼ 2  D. If
d
V path < 0; distðp; dÞ 6 distðp;
dÞ < distðs; pÞ þ distðs; dÞ, thus the
packet encapsulated to p will not loop back to s after decapsulation
and no direct forwarding is needed.
Now we discuss the calculation of V repro . Let x be the end node of
the protection action (x ¼ p if V DF ¼ 0; or else, x ¼ q). If f is not on
the route from x to d, no re-protection will be triggered, thus
V repro ¼ 0. We use the following formula to calculate V repro :

(
V repro ¼

0;

d dÞ < distðx; f Þ þ distðf ; dÞ;
distðx;

D; else:

We ﬁrst prove the correctness of the above formula. As
d dÞ and distðx;
d dÞ < distðx; f Þ þ distðf ; dÞ, distðx; dÞ
distðx; dÞ 6 distðx;
< distðx; f Þ þ distðf ; dÞ, thus f is not on routeðx; dÞ, which means no
re-protection will be triggered. Therefore, the formula is valid.
d dÞ ¼ distðs;
d dÞ  distðs;
d xÞ and distðf ; dÞ ¼
Further more, distðx;
distðs; dÞ  distðs; f Þ, both of which can be directly obtained without
any extra calculation. As for distðx; f Þ, if x ¼ q; distðx; f Þ ¼
distðs; qÞ  distðs; f Þ, because q is a descendant of f in the old SPT.
However, if x ¼ p (V DF ¼ 0), s have to perform a SPT calculation

Table 2 summarizes the notations used in the algorithm. T is
the given SPT rooted at s. All the operations in the algorithm are
based on this SPT. x is used to replace the above X.
Algorithm 1. First stage: ﬁnd the incoming node. (T is the SPT
rooted at s and f is the failed node.)
1: Set all nodes in D as ﬂoating
2: for all e 2 IðDÞ do
" Initialize the Priority Queue
3: if SðeÞ:state – floating then
4:
dist
SðeÞ:dist þ lenghtðeÞ
5:
Set x according to our method
6:
enqueueðQ ; fEðeÞ; ðSðeÞ; dist; xÞgÞ
7: end if
8: end for
9: while Q – ; do
extractMin (Q)
10:
fd; ðp; dist; xÞg
11:
Move ATTreeðdÞ under p
12:
for all x 2 ATTreeðdÞ do
13:
Set x:innode and x:nhop accordingly
d
14:
x:dist
p:dist þ distðp;
xÞ
15:
x:state
attached
16:
if x 2 Q , remove x from Q
17: end for
18: for all e 2 OðATTreeðdÞÞdo
19:
if EðeÞ:state ¼ floating then
20:
dist
SðeÞ:dist þ lenghtðeÞ
21:
Set the x according to our method
22:
enqueueðQ ; fEðeÞ; ðSðeÞ; dist; xÞgÞ
23:
end if
24: end for
25: end while
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Algorithm 1 shows the ﬁrst stage of Tunnel-AT routing algorithm. Given the shortest path tree T rooted at s and a failed node
f, this algorithm constructs the MPCT and ﬁnds incoming node for
each f-affected node.
Two functions of the priority queue are used in the algorithm
and need extra explanation:

Protection Ratio (%)

100

 enqueueðQ ; fx; ðp; d; xÞgÞ, adds an item to the priority queue Q.
If an item of node x exists in Q, the new item replaces the old
one when the new attribute x is smaller.
 extractMinðQ Þ, extracts the item with the smallest x from the
priority queue Q.

98
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Fig. 9. Protection ratio for multi-link failures.

As shown in Algorithm 1, lines from 1 to 8 set the states of f-affected nodes as ﬂoating and initialize the priority queue, where the
affected nodes with unaffected neighbors are added in the priority
queue. From line 9 to line 25, the ATTree with the minimized X is
found and attached below a new parent in each iteration. As we
have introduced the methods to calculate the value of X, details
are ignored in the algorithm. For each node in the ATTree, the corresponding next hop (hhop), incoming node (innode), dist in the
MPCT (dist) and state (state) are set accordingly, which will be used
to generate the protection route in the second stage.
4.3. Second stage: protection route computation
Algorithm 2 shows the second stage of our algorithm, which
computes the protection route for each f-affected destination
based on the MPCT from Algorithm 1.
The protection route for a destination d is a tuple < TEP; DF >,
where TEP is the attaching node (the tunnel end point) for d and
DF is the incoming node (the root of the corresponding super ATTree). According to the above explanations, if V path < 0; TEP will
not reroute the packet back to s, thus DF is not needed and
DF ¼ null.
Given that V path is calculated in Algotithm 1, the complexity of
Algorithm 2 is OðjDjÞ, where D is the set of nodes affected by the
failure of f.

Theorem 2. The time complexity of MPCT is OðjEj log jVjÞ and
quantitatively less than the algorithm of SPF.
Proof. Each intra-domain router has to perform the algorithm of
shortest path ﬁrst (SPF) to construct the optimal next hop for each
intra-domain destination. Based on the Shortest Path Tree (SPT)
computed by SPF, the router can construct protection paths for
all destinations by k times (k is the number of neighbors) of the
above algorithms (Algorithms 1 and 2) with one neighbor hypothetically failing each time. These algorithms are based on operations of priority queue (Q).
SPF invokes three types of priority queue operations: add,
extractMin, and decreaseKey. MPCT algorithms invoke one extra
type of operation – remove. Note that depending on whether an
item is already in Q, enqueue would invoke add or decreaseKey. The
complexity of SPF is OðjEj log jVjÞ [21]. Let V i denote the number of
affected nodes if neighbor i fails. Let Ei denote the number of edges
attached to one of these nodes. The number of operations in MPCT
for this neighbor i can be expressed as follows:





Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

number
number
number
number

of
of
of
of

extractMin: l, # of ATTrees.
add: V i .
remove: V i  l.
decreaseKey: Ei .

Algorithm. 2 Compute the backup routes
1: for all d 2 D do
2: DF
d:innode
3: TEP
DF:parent
4: if V path P 0then
" DF is necessary
5:
Set the protection route as < TEP; DF >
6: else
Tunnel without DF is enough
7:
State Set the protection route as < TEP; null >
8: end if
9: end for

4.4. Complexity analysis: MPCT and other IPFRR schemes
We conclude the section by analyzing the complexity of MPCT.
We also provide the analysis of other IPFRR schemes including LFA
[7], Tunnel [10] and NotVia [9]. As the intra-domain routing protocol (i.e., OSPF) employs the algorithm of shortest path ﬁrst (SPF) to
compute the optimal next hop for each intra-domain destination,
we use SPF as a metric to compare the complexities of these IPFRR
schemes.
We ﬁrst show that the complexity of MPCT by Theory 2.

Note that the dominating operation is decreaseKey. Therefore, the
complexity of MPCT is
k
k
k
X
X
X
Ei log V i 6
Ei log jVj ¼ log jVj Ei ¼ OðjEj log jVjÞ;
i¼1

i¼1

i¼1

which is the same as one full SPF. Since V i < jVj, the average queue
length for MPCT when performing queue operations is less than
that of a full SPF. Thus, the complexity of MPCT algorithm is less
than one full SPF. h
LFA, NotVia and Tunnel respectively need k; jVj  1 and jVj  1
times of SPFs to compute backup next hops for all the intra-domain
destinations (see Section 6 for detailed analysis). The major obstacle of deploying Tunnel and NotVia is the higher complexity. They
introduce new bottlenecks in route computing. In contrast, LFA has
already been accepted as a standard in IETF because of its lower
complexity. MPCT has even lower complexity and higher protection ratio than LFA, which would make it more attractive.
5. Simulation
5.1. Simulation setup
To demonstrate the performance of our mechanism and algorithm, we make comprehensive simulations on three different sets
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Fig. 10. DF ratios (Tunnel-AT and MPCT) in the Rocketfuel topologies.

of topologies, including BRITE-generated topologies and real
topologies.
 We obtain the real topology from China Education and Research
Network (CERNET) [15]. CERNET is a medium-scale AS with
about 1500 institutions connected.
 We obtain six backbone intra-domain topologies with inferred
link weights from Rocketfuel Project [16]. We extract the biggest biconnected components from these topologies, since
non-biconnected components can not be protected and will
add noise data to the simulation results. The topological characteristics of these six ASes are summarized in Table 3.
 For more comprehensive analysis, we generate diverse topologies by BRITE [17]. The number of nodes is set from 50 to 500.
The parameter m (links/new node) is set from 2 to 14. Other
parameters for the BRITE topology generation is in Table 4.
5.2. Simulation results
Before diving into the details of the simulation results, we ﬁrst
make some explanations of our implementations of LFA, NotVia
and Tunnel. Although there might be multiple protection paths
in LFA and Tunnel, to accelerate the computing process, we terminate the algorithms when any available protection path is found.
Besides, a failure might separate the topology and cause some
unreachable destinations. The path to an unreachable destination
after the failure can not be protected by any scheme. We only focus
on those paths that can be protected.
5.2.1. Computation complexity
According to the theoretical analysis in Section 4.4, MPCT has
the complexity of less than one SPF, which is a great advantage
compared with LFA, NotVia and Tunnel. To further conﬁrm this
advantage, we make comprehensive simulations with BRITE-generated topologies. We run the algorithms of MPCT, LFA, NotVia
and Tunnel on an Intel Core Duo CPU of 2.00 GHz with RAM
2.0 GB. As Fig. 5 shows, MPCT requires the shortest computing
time, which is around one time of SPF. LFA and Tunnel consume
respectively about k (the degree of the topology) and jVj (the size
of the topology) times of SPFs, which are both consistent with
our theoretical analysis. For the larger topologies with 500 nodes,
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NotVia has the same property as Tunnel (Fig. 5(b)). However, the
running times in the smaller topologies are less than jVj times of
SPF (Fig. 5(a)). This is because, NotVia computes extra jVj  1 SPTs
with one hypothetically failed node each time. A smaller topology
is more likely to be separated by a failure and we do not compute
protection paths for the unreachable nodes, which might lead to a
signiﬁcant decrease in computing time.
As Fig. 6 shows, the results on the real topologies of Rocketfuel
are also consistent with our theoretical analysis. AS 1229 is the
largest and densest topology, on which LFA, Tunnel and NotVia
consumes the maximum times of SPF. As for MPCT, the computing
times are less than one SPF on all the six topologies.
5.2.2. Protection coverage
We follow the deﬁnition of protection ratio in [22]. A node is
protected iff all the intra-domain paths containing the node are
protected. The protection ratio is the number of protected nodes
divided by the number of nodes in the topology.
As Fig. 7(a) and (b) show, the protection ratios of MPCT and NotVia are both 100% in all diverse topologies. The protection ratios of
Tunnel in the topologies with degree of four and eight are respectively around 96% and 100%; the protection ratios of LFA are
respectively 28% to 45% and 50% to 90%. Note that Tunnel and
LFA perform better in denser topologies, which is because there
are more available paths in denser topologies. Besides, the performance of LFA degrades as the topology size increases. The reason is
that, in larger topologies, a node failure involves more paths, any
one of which might be unprotected.
In Fig. 8, we provide the results of protection ratio on Rocketfuel
topologies. We can see that the protection ratios of MPCT and NotVia are still 100%, while the results of LFA and Tunnel are also consistent with BRITE.
In order to demonstrate the performance of MPCT further, we
evaluate the protection coverage in the case of multiple concurrent
failures. As multi-node failures would probably leads to topology
separation, we use multi-link failures instead. In the simulation,
to avoid loop, a protected packet before decapsulation will be
dropped if encountering another failure. As shown in Fig. 9, MPCT
averagely achieves about 94% protection ratio even when there are
six randomly failed links in the topology.
5.2.3. Direct forwarding ratio
As direct forwarding (DF) is not well supported by ISPs, it
should be avoided as far as possible to guarantee a better performance of MPCT without DF. Direct Forwarding ratio is the ratio
of the protection paths using DF to all the protection paths. As
shown in Fig. 10, the DF ratios of MPCT are no more than 1% (compared with 30% of Tunnel-AT) in all the six Rocketfuel topologies.
This demonstrates that even without direct forwarding, MPCT
can provide more than 99% protection coverage for single-node
failures.
For more comprehensive analysis, we use the BRITE topologies.
As shown in Fig. 11, more than 99% protection paths of MPCT are
DF-free. For the dense topologies with the degree of ten, the DF
ratios are zero, which means MPCT can provide 100% protection

Fig. 11. The DF Ratios of Brite Topologies with average degrees from 4 to 10 and sizes from 50 to 350.
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Fig. 12. The Re-Protection Ratios of Brite Topologies: average degree from 4 to 10; size from 50 to 350.
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Fig. 13. Protection path stretch in the Rocketfuel topologies.
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5.2.5. Protection path stretch
We next study the protection path stretch, which is inevitable
in all IPFRR schemes. As shown in Fig. 13, LFA performs better than
other schemes. The protection path stretches of MPCT are are in
the range between 10% and 20%, which is at the same level as NotVia, but twice of Tunnel. However, we believe that this sacriﬁce is
acceptable compared with the achievement of MPCT in reducing
the computing complexity.
As for the Brite topologies, some interesting results can be observed in Fig. 14. As the topology size grows, the protection path
stretch degrades. We believe that this is because routing protection
is a local behavior and the protection path stretch for a remote destination is smaller than a nearby destination. As the average degree
degrades, the stretch also degrades. This can be explained as follows: the smaller the average degree is, the more possible the protection path is the optimal (or closer to the optimal) because there
are fewer available protection paths.
5.2.6. CERNET result
For the CERNET topology, the results are consistent with Rocketfuel and BRITE topologies. The protection ratios of LFA, Tunnel,
NotVia and MPCT are respectively 24%, 35%, 100% and 100%; the
protection path stretches are respectively 0.62%, 3.5%, 11% and
20%; the computation time of MPCT is still the shortest among
the four schemes.

Brite Topology Size
6. Cons and pros of Fast Reroute Schemes
Fig. 14. Protection path stretch in the Brite topologies.

coverage without direct forwarding. This is because MPCT prefers
the DF-free protection path and denser topology provides more
DF-free protection paths.
In summary, if direct forwarding is supported by the ISP, MPCT
can provide 100% protection coverage for single-node failures; if
not, MPCT can still achieve more than 99% protection coverage.
This guarantees that MPCT can work effectively in the practical
network environment where direct forwarding is probably not
supported.

5.2.4. Re-protection ratio
We now study the re-protection ratio of MPCT. Re-protection
ratio is the ratio of the protection paths with re-protection to all
the protection paths. Although re-protection is always supported
by routers with tunnel function, it introduces some extra overhead.
Therefore, one design goal of MPCT is avoiding re-protection as far
as possible. The simulation results show the overhead caused by
re-protection can be nearly ignored.
Fig. 12 shows the re-protection results in diverse BRITE topologies. The re-protection ratios are all below 1% without exception.
For the denser topologies, the re-protection ratios are smaller. This
can be explained similarly to the same phenomenon of DF ratio:
the denser topology has more selectable protection paths, thus
the protection path without re-protection are more possible to exist. We obtain analogous results on Rocketfuel topologies.

There are two main approaches for network survivability,
namely protection and restoration [4–6]. Protection is based on
pre-computed backup paths: a protection (backup) path is precomputed to forward the trafﬁc if the primary path fails. Restoration computes a new path after a failure has occurred. We focus
on protection, which has proved to be an efﬁcient approach for
improving the intra-domain network performance. Among these
protection schemes, two main directions exist: IP fast reroute
(IPFRR) and multi-path routing (MPR).
In this section, we provide a comparison of these schemes and
MPCT. As summarized in Table 5, LFA supports router-level incremental deployment because it does not involve tunnel or extra
conﬁguration, while the other schemes must be deployed in the
whole AS. Besides, LFA has a low computing complexity. However,
LFA cannot provide a satisfactory protection coverage. Tunnel and
NotVia are not practical because of their high computing complexity; while multiple routing conﬁgurations (MRC) [23] and NotVia
involve nontrivial memory overhead. With a minor increase in protection path stretch, MPCT achieves a full (or almost full without
direct forwarding) protection coverage, a low memory overhead
and the lowest computing complexity. In what follows, we provide
the detailed analysis of these schemes.
6.1. IP Fast Reroute
IP fast reroute (IPFRR) schemes [7–10] are well compatible with
the currently used intra-domain routing protocol OSPF, and they
have no impact on the normal routing: the protection path is only
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Table 5
Comparison of Fast Reroute Schemes.

a
b

Schemes

Pro. coverage

Memory

Computing

Stretch

Deployment

LFA
Tunnel
NotVia
MRC
MPCT

Low
High
Full
Full
() Full

Low
Low
Heavy
Medium
Low

Low
High
High
Medium
Lowest

3%
7%
12%
a
–
15%

Router-level
AS-level
AS-level
AS-level
AS-level

b

We did not simulate this scheme.
Full with direct forwarding or almost full without direct forwarding.

used when the normal optimal path fails. Therefore, they attract
great attention from the academic ﬁeld.
Among all the IPFRR schemes, Loop Free Alternate (LFA) [7] is
the simplest one. In LFA, the protection source node ﬁnds an available neighbor as an alternate instead of the failed next hop. To ﬁnd
a potential backup next hop from the neighbors, a router needs to
compute the SPTs rooted at the neighbors, Therefore, the complexity of LFA is k times of SPF. As LFA does not involve tunnel or extra
conﬁguration, it supports router-level incremental deployment,
i.e., a router beneﬁts all from its own deployment without other
routers’ cooperation. For its low complexity and router-level incremental deployability, LFA has become an Internet RFC. However,
LFA provides only about 40% protection coverage for single-node
failures [13], which is far from the requirements of Internet Service
Providers (ISPs). A novel method of changing the topology (without
changing the general shortest paths) to achieve 100% protection
coverage with LFA is introduced in [24], whose feasibility is under
conﬁrmation. Therefore, schemes with higher protection coverage
are in request.
Efﬁcient Scan for Alternate Paths (ESCAP) [8], another IPFRR
scheme, can provide 100% protection coverage for single-link/node
failures. However, the complexity for backup route calculation of
ESCAP is OðjVj3 Þ. As the complexity of shortest path ﬁrst (SPF) algorithm is OðjVj2 Þ (the simplest implementation [21]), the complexity
of ESCAP is jVj times of SPF. (The complexity of MPCT is less than
one SPF).
IP fast reroute using NotVia addresses (NotVia) [9] is a novel
scheme that also provides 100% protection coverage for singlelink/node failures. In NotVia, the protection source node reroutes
the packet to the next next hop (the downstream node of the
failed node) by the special NotVia address. The router has to compute routes for 2jEj extra NotVia destinations, which requires
jVj  1 times of SPFs with a router hypothetically failing each
time. Besides, the memory overhead caused by NotVia addresses
is nontrivial [25,26,20]. These two severe problems block NotVia
from practical deployment. In [25], NotVia aggregation is used
to alleviate the memory overhead. However, the assumption that
each router is conﬁgured with an IP preﬁx covering both its interface addresses and NotVia addresses is unrealistic. Besides, their
improvement only alleviates the complexity of NotVia algorithm
but does not change the order of the complexity. Lightweight
NotVia [26], another signiﬁcant optimization over NotVia, decreases the memory overhead of NotVia dramatically by redundant trees [27]. However,in this mechanism, the protection
source node needs to forward two copies of one packet to the
next next hop by two different routes. This approach would
aggravate network congestion during failure by wasting
bandwidth.
Tunnel [10], which has been discussed in Section 2.1, provides
higher protection coverage and involves not memory overhead,
However, to ﬁnd an available tunnel end point for each destination,
the router needs to construct a reverse SPT rooted at the destination, which is equal with SPF in complexity. Therefore, jVj  1 SPFs
are required, which blocks it from practical deployment.
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In multiple routing conﬁgurations (MRC) [23], each router
maintains multiple backup disjoint routing tables (conﬁgurations).
For each failure, at least one conﬁguration can bypass the failure.
MRC involves nontrivial memory overhead as a routing table is required for each backup conﬁguration. Besides, a mark for the selected conﬁguration is inserted into packet headers to notify the
other routers to keep consistent. MRC provides 100% protection
coverage. However, the overhead of maintaining multiple routing
tables and extending packet headers blocks it from practical
deployment.
Recently, Atlas, et al., proposed a new IPFRR scheme of Maximally Redundant Tree (MRT) ([11,12]). MRT keeps the shortest
path as the primary route and uses two MRT routes (blue and
red) as backup routes. Similar to NotVia, MRT also uses tunnel to
send the failure-affected packets to a safe node downstream the
optimal path. Each MRT root introduces two extra addresses (blue
or red) into the intra-domain network, which causes extra burden
for intra-domain routers.
6.2. Multi-path routing
In multi-path routing (MPR) [28–30], multiple paths to the
same destination are also pre-computed before the failure. These
pre-computed paths do not have the master–slave relationship like
IPFRR. All paths might be used before failure occurs. Generally,
none of them is optimal in length. Besides, some of the MPR
schemes are even centralized, and thus are not compatible with
the current intra-domain routing protocol OSPF.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present the IPFRR scheme of Minimum Protection Cost Tree (MPCT), which is based on IP-in-IP tunnel as NotVia,
MRT and Tunnel. MPCT provides 100% (or almost 100% without direct forwarding) protection coverage for single-link/node failures.
The complexity of MPCT is below one full SPF calculation. Compared with the other schemes, including LFA, Tunnel and NotVia,
MPCT reduces the computational complexity dramatically. Even
without direct forwarding, MPCT provides more than 99% protection coverage; besides, MPCT has lower complexity than LFA,
which provides only about 40% protection coverage. As LFA has already been accepted by IETF as a standard, we believe that MPCT
provides another choice for ISPs to enhance the network performance during failures.
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